The most newsworthy projects surround national and/or local elections, in some countries bringing in scores of technical experts, dozens of trainers, and delegations of international observers for a special event. The activities listed in the first column prioritize procedural aspects of democratic representation, especially voting by citizens and elected officials; they are about process. Projects in the legal or judicial sector include programming under the quite different rubrics of human rights, the rule of law, and harmonization of commercial law and practices. This is a highly professionalized sector; most of the participants on both sides of the exchange share specialized legal skills and knowledge. Overlapping at the edges with conventional development assistance channeled through welfare NGOs, civil society promotion as a sub-field of democracy programming mainly fosters professional advocacy and intellectual services on themes like gender empowerment, environmental awareness or press freedom.
This knowledge-intensive industry specializes in collecting and analyzing certain kinds of data, teaching ideas and practices, and supporting Arab institutions to do this work. The rows in this table show examples I conclude from this exercise that both empirically and normatively promoting democratization is about procedural democracy; justice (although this particular word is not used much); and the empowerment of the liberal intelligentsia. Assessments should be made accordingly.
